This paper discusses the design of efficient algorithms for solving linear nonsymmetric systems and nonlinear systems associated with FEM approximation of elliptic PDEs. The novel feature of the designed linear solvers like GMRES, BICGSTAB( ), TFQMR, and nonlinear solvers like Newton and Picard, is the incorporation of error control in the 'natural norm' in combination with an effective a posteriori estimator for the PDE approximation error. This leads to robust blackbox stopping criteria in the sense that the iteration is terminated as soon as the algebraic error is insignificant compared to the approximation error. Such a solver is called 'balanced' in this paper since the stopping criteria are obtained by balancing (comparing) the algebraic error and the approximation error.
Introduction and problem description
Consider the following boundary value problem: find the solution u( − → x ) : Ω → R such that
where Ω ⊂ R d (d = 1, 2, 3, . . .) denotes the spatial domain and ∂Ω is the spatial boundary. Here L is the (possibly nonlinear) elliptic PDE operator, B denotes the boundary operator, f is the given source term, g denotes the boundary value, and u the true solution. Equation (1) is discretized in this paper using finite element method (FEM) [2] , and the corresponding linear or nonlinear discrete system is solved by a linear or a nonlinear iterative solver, respectively.
Linear systems
For chosen spatial discretization parameter h, FEM for solving (1) results in solving for a linear system, that is,
where the matrix M h is a preconditioner. The matrix F h and the vector b h are known quantities arising from the FEM process while the unknown algebraic solution x h denotes the coordinate vector of the FEM solution u h in the chosen FEM basis. The numerical solution of (1) essentially involves two types of errors which are: approximation error ( u − u h E ) and algebraic error ( u h − u at the kth step of the chosen iterative solver. Also, · E denotes the 'natural norm'. Wathen [24] has observed that FEM approximation of a PDE endows the problem with a natural norm, which is determined by the specific approximation space. Typically, in FEM setting, the PDE approximation error and the algebraic error are measured in this natural norm.
The approximation error is fixed for chosen spatial discretization parameter. Solving iteratively the corresponding discrete linear(ized) system(s) to a very high accuracy is not desirable. This is because a highly accurate iterative solution may require too many iterations and simply waste computational resources without decreasing the approximation error. On the other hand, if the iterations are stopped too early the iterative solution will not be a good approximation to the exact solution. This paper attempts to address these issues by presenting balanced black-box stopping tests in Krylov solvers [8, sections 11.3-11.4] for solving linear systems with PDE origins. This is an active research field; see [17, 20, 11, 14, 15] .
In solving PDEs numerically, the storage requirements and computational flops increase with the size and the number of linear systems. Typically, using a balanced black-box stopping methodology would lead to computational savings (by reducing unnecessary iterations) and would definitely rule out premature stopping of the chosen iterative solver.
Nonlinear systems
When FEM approximation to solve (1) results in a nonlinear system, nonlinear solvers like Newton solvers are used to solve them. Starting with a given initial guess u 
The problem of balanced black-box stopping of the nonlinear iterative solver is of interest in the same manner as that for a linear solver. Also, the 'correction' term δu (l) h at each nonlinear iterative step l requires solving a linear system for the basis coefficients of δu (l) h . Thus, balanced black-box stopping criteria developed in linear solvers can be applied in solving the linear system arising at each nonlinear iterative step along with balanced black-box stopping criteria for the nonlinear solver.
Paper organization
The structure of this paper is as follows. The problem statement has already been discussed in section 1. The general balanced black-box stopping solution methodology for linear and nonlinear systems is presented in sections 2 and 3 respectively. In section 2, balanced black-box stopping tests are also presented in GMRES [18] and suboptimal Krylov solvers of nonsymmetric linear systems with PDE origins. Using the IFISS [4] toolbox in MATLAB, computational results illustrating the devised balanced black-box methodology are presented and discussed for convectiondiffusion equations and Navier-Stokes equations in sections 4 and 5 respectively. A balanced black-box stopping test in (nonlinear) Newton/Picard solver for the Navier-Stokes PDE is also presented in section 5. Conclusions are presented in section 6. Note that C and c denote generic constants throughout. Also, l denotes a nonlinear iterative step and k denotes a linear iterative step throughout this paper.
Solution methodology for linear solvers
For a given approximation, the approximation error is fixed. The triangle inequality at (linear solver) iteration k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) gives the following decomposition of the total error,
approximation error algebraic error (4) The total error at iteration step k is nothing but the approximation error obtained from kth FEM iterate u
h whose components are the coefficients in the FEM basis representation of u (k) h ). In FEM setting, the approximation error (and hence total errors) can be measured a priori or a posteriori [23] . A priori approximation error estimation usually requires the PDE solution to satisfy some regularity conditions which may not hold or/and may not be easily verifiable a priori. On the other hand, robust a posteriori approximation error estimation techniques are popular for driving the FEM procedure adaptively [2, chapter 9] and are generally readily available in the sense that
where η h denotes the a posteriori estimate of the approximation error. Also, the algebraic error u h − u (k) h E can usually be expressed in terms of the iteration error e (k)
Here E h is a 'suitable' symmetric positive-definite matrix such that · E h defines a norm.
E h are tight estimates of the total error (at iteration k), the approximation error, and the algebraic error (at iteration k) respectively, then in light of the above discussions (4) becomes
The equivalence in (7) follows from (5) and (6).
Remark 1 Notice from (7) that when the contribution of e (k) h E h to the sum is 'small' then the sequence {η (k) h } would converge with some accuracy to (unknown but fixed) η h such that the a posteriori estimate for the total error cannot be significantly reduced further. Thus, the iterative strategy here can be looked upon as constructing a sequence {η
Thus, one would stop when e (k) h E h 'balances' η h in the sum (7) , that is, stop at the first iteration k * such that
At this specific iteration k * , it follows from (4) that the total error estimate η (k) h will be bounded by twice the unknown approximation error (up to the constants in (5) ). Under the assumption that the equivalence (7) represents an equality, a practical stopping test is obtained as in (8) except that the right-hand-side is given by
where 0 < θ ≤ 1. Observe that θ = 1/2 corresponds to equality in (7) . Note that the numerical results presented later have been produced with θ = 1. Generally, the iteration error e (k) h is unknown (and hence e (k) h E h is unknown too) since the exact algebraic solution x h is not usually available. Usually some norm r
h is readily computable and usually monotonically decreasing with respect to the iteration count k of the chosen solver. Obtaining tractable upper and lower bounds on the e (k) h E h norm in terms of the surrogate norm r (k) h S h is the novel feature of the balanced black-box stopping strategy that is presented here. Moreover, the work in this paper states in these bounds, the exact positive constants
Equation (10) leads to the following two bounds on e
From r
h . Thus, using (10) this implies that obtaining a lower (λ h ) bound and an upper (Λ h ) bound on the quantity
and S h . This is equivalent to computing the extremal (outer most) eigenvalues, that is, the smallest eigenvalue and the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric positive-definite generalized eigenvalue problem for
. This generalized eigenvalue problem can be transformed (theoretically through a Cholesky factorization of S h ) into a symmetric positive-definite algebraic eigenvalue problem (keeping the eigenvalues same) and hence λ h and Λ h will both be positive.
In light of (9), the bounds in (11) lead to the following strong and weak balanced black-box stopping tests: stop at the first iteration k * such that either holds,
(12) In terms of the number of iterations for convergence, the strong stopping test cannot perform better than the weak stopping test since
. Moreover, the strong stopping test involves an additional overhead of computing the smallest eigenvalue λ h . Thus, it would be prudent to employ the weak stopping test whenever possible.
Remark 2 A crucial point to note is that if the employed a posteriori error estimator overestimates the approximation error (total errors), it will be better to employ the strong stopping test for the weak stopping test is more likely to cause premature stopping.
Note that the behavior (overestimation or underestimation) of the a posterior error estimator for a given problem would usually be known in advance and hence the choice of the corresponding (strong or weak) stopping test in (12) . The strong and the weak stopping tests (12) are black-box in the sense that the quantities in these stopping tests are computed without using any user-specified safety factors or tuning parameters.
Computational logistics of linear solver stopping tests are the following:
-The quantity r (k) h S h is readily computable in most iterative solvers; for our purpose, S h is the identity matrix and thus, r h should be computed periodically (say every 10-20 iterations) to reduce its impact on the overall algorithmic cost.
-Unlike symmetric linear systems, where λ h , Λ h could be estimated cheaply by exploiting Ritz and harmonic Ritz value relations [17, chapters 2-3] in a preconditioned MINRES [13] solver, such relations are difficult to exploit for nonsymmetric linear solvers. But matrices arising from FEM approximation of PDEs are sparse in general, so, MATLAB eigs has been used in this work to compute λ h , Λ h . Devising computationally cheaper methods than eigs for estimating these eigenvalues for generic sparse eigenvalue problems remains a challenging research question, which is not addressed in this paper.
One can use similar ideas to develop a balanced stopping test in cases where the coefficient matrix is not symmetric. To this end, note that the preconditioned generalized minimum residual method GMRES [18] is a popular method for solving nonsymmetric linear systems. GMRES solver's readily available and monotonically decreasing (with iteration count k) residual norm r
(S h is the identity matrix here) can be used to obtain bounds on the iteration
. This involves computing the smallest eigenvalue λ h and the largest eigenvalue Λ h of the generalized symmetric positive-definite eigenvalue problem for E h and F T h F h . A popular choice of E h for nonsymmetric linear systems is the symmetric part of the coefficient matrix F h , that is,
In light of (12), the strong and weak stopping criteria in preconditioned GMRES for solving nonsymmetric linear systems is: stop at the first iteration k * such that either holds,
(13) Note that (13) are black-box stopping tests as opposed to the devised stopping test in [25, chapter 5] . As opposed to [1] , (13) involves a posteriori error bounds and the strong and the weak stopping tests are black-box in the sense that these stopping tests can be applied without using any user-specified safety factors (constants) or tuning parameters. This is in contrast to [11, 14, 15] too, where the application of their stopping tests requires user supplied safety factors and tuning parameters.
It is further proposed in this paper that (13) can be used in suboptimal (but memory efficient over GMRES) solvers like BICGSTAB( ) [21] , TFQMR [6] etc., for which little convergence theory exists currently. This is provided that breakdowns in such solvers are handled adequately (see [7] ) and these solvers converge at least to the order of the PDE approximation error. Observe that the Euclidean norm of the residual in suboptimal solvers is not monotonically decreasing. However, practitioners still use it as a convergence indicator in such solvers. So, the balanced black-box stopping criteria (13) based on Euclidean residual norm is also employed here in these solvers.
Solution methodology for nonlinear solvers
It follows from (3) that at any nonlinear iterative step l + 1,
Note that since norm of difference is greater than or equal to the difference of norms, u
If η (l) h denotes 'tight' a posteriori approximation error estimator at lth nonlinear iterative step such that c η
Note that the sequence {η
h } ultimately converges to true a posteriori approximation error estimate η h . So ∀ l ≥l (say), η
are essentially the same. Using this idea, one can stop the nonlinear iteration when the contribution from δu (16) is insignificant. Thus, in light of the discussion in section 2, stop the nonlinear iteration at the smallest value l * such that
Computational logistics for nonlinear solver stopping test are the following:
-At the lth nonlinear iteration, δu
h E is cheaply computable using some matrix-vector products; see for example subsection 5.3.
-The a posteriori error estimate η (l) h should be computed periodically (say every 4-5 iterations) to minimize its impact on the overall algorithmic cost.
An iterative (linear or nonlinear) solver employing the balanced stopping methodology that is presented in this paper will be a black-box solver. In the various Krylov solvers used in this paper, the eigenvalue problem for finding λ h , Λ h will be specified explicitly by identifying suitable E h and S h . For the remainder of this paper F h will be assumed to be nonsymmetric. This work has appeared as chapters 4 and 5 in first author's PhD thesis [17] .
Convection-diffusion equations
Convection-diffusion equations are used for modelling various phenomena such as the temperature of a fluid moving along a heated wall, the transfer and diffusion of pollutants, etc.; see [5, chapter 18] .
Following the notation in [3, p. 234], the steady-state scalar convection-diffusion
Here Ω is the spatial domain, − → w denotes the wind, and := κI is the isotropic permeability tensor, κ : Ω → R. The quantities f, g D , g N are given functions and − → n denotes the normal to boundary ∂Ω, which is the union of the Dirichlet (∂Ω D ) and the Neumann (∂Ω N ) spatial boundary. For the simplicity of exposition, the diffusion coefficient > 0 will be assumed to be independent of the spatial coordinates. Also, it will be assumed that ∇ · − → w = 0. The Galerkin FEM formulation of (18) is to find
where S h E and S h 0 are finite dimensional subspaces of H 1 E and H 1 E 0 respectively. Here,
The FEM formulation (19) gives rise to the following system of linear equations with given coefficient matrix F h , given right-hand-side vector b h , and unknown vector x h ,
where M h is a preconditioner. The coefficient matrix F h = A h + N h for finite elements of any order. The matrix A h is symmetric and positive-definite provided Dirichlet boundary conditions exist over an interval ( ∂Ω D = 0), however small. The matrix N h is a skew-symmetric matrix [3, p. 271 ]. Thus, F h is a nonsymmetric matrix that will be assumed to be invertible throughout this paper. Wathen [24] advocates that a natural norm for a function u in the Sobolev space
An alternative popular norm known as the streamline diffusion norm is also discussed in [3, p. 252 ]. This norm arises when the streamline diffusion method introduced by [10] is used for overcoming the drawbacks associated with the Galerkin discretization. 1 This leads to a slightly different FEM formulation to (19) known as the streamline diffusion FEM formulation [3, p. 252 ] and the corresponding streamline diffusion norm is u h sd := ( ∇u h 2
Here δ denotes the stabilization parameter [3, p. 253 ]. For convection dominated problems, that is, for large Peclet numbers (small ), the solution u h is dominated by its behavior along the streamlines, and hence u h sd which involves the streamline derivative − → w · ∇u h L 2 (Ω) is a more meaningful measure than ∇u h L 2 (Ω) .
The IFISS toolbox employs streamline diffusion stabilization for solving (18) , but measures errors in the L 2 norm of the gradient. The balanced stopping test will be based on this norm. However, the stopping methodology can easily be modified to cater to the streamline diffusion norm.
A posteriori approximation error estimation
The posteriori approximation error estimator η h for this problem is computed in the IFISS software as η h := ( T ∈T h η 2 T ) 1/2 , where T denotes an element of the finite element discretization and η T := ∇e T L 2 (T ) denotes the (local) elemental a posteriori error estimate on the element T . Here e T := (u − u h ) T is the finite element solution of a (local) Poisson problem on T , whose computation requires solving for a local 5 × 5 linear system (see [3, p. 264 ] for more details). Thus, calculating η T and hence η h is computationally quite cheap.
The employed η h in this paper for the deterministic convection-diffusion equations is reliable but need not always be efficient. It is reliable in the sense that the global upper bound on the true error does not depend on the mesh parameter h and the diffusion parameter . However, it might not always be possible that the a posteriori error estimate is a lower bound on the local (elemental) approximation error [3, proposition 6.11, p. 265 ]. According to [3, p. 265 ], efficiency issue is generic for any local error estimator whenever boundary layers are not resolved by the FEM approximation. Thus, the estimated error is likely to be a gross overestimate of the true error, if the mesh Peclet number [3, p. 253] P h 1. This overestimation is reduced if the solution is computed using streamline diffusion stabilization (see [3, pp. 265-266] ).
To demonstrate that the employed a posteriori error estimator (for streamline diffusion stabilization) is a 'close' estimate of the approximation error, some computational results are presented for the test problem described in subsection 4.2. Using a reference solution, the a posteriori error η h and the actual approxima- Table 1 for a sequence of uniform grids. Since the exact solution to the model problem is 
is also presented. The column for β eff (even for maximum mesh Peclet number P max h 1) in Table 1 indicates that the a posteriori error estimator is a close estimate of the approximation error.
Experimental results
From Table 1 , observe that the computed a posteriori approximation errors do not overestimate the corresponding approximation error appreciably. In light of Remark 2, this implies that the weak stopping test in (13) can be used as the balanced black-box stopping test in GMRES, BICGSTAB( ), and TFQMR for solving (20) . Thus, one needs to compute the largest eigenvalue Λ h of the generalized eigenvalue problem for
and not just
as mentioned in section 2.
The results are presented for GMRES, BICGSTAB(2), and TFQMR together with incomplete LU (ILU) and algebraic multigrid (AMG) preconditioning which are built in IFISS [3, chapter 7] . The choice = 2 for BICGSTAB( ) is quite popular and widespread among practitioners; see [3, p. 296 ]. Roundoff errors might pollute the residual norm computed from short-term recurrences for suboptimal Krylov solvers. In order to avoid these inaccuracies, r Table 4 .1] (because u is not actually in H 1 (Ω)). Here, instead of solving this ill-posed problem, a regularised version is solved (with a smoothed discontinuity in the boundary data). This regularisation ensures (see Table 1 , page 9) that the employed a posteriori error estimator η h (and hence the exact error) converges to zero as h → 0.
Let x h denote the reference algebraic solution (obtained using MATLAB Gaussian elimination) on grid with spatial discretization parameter h. From x h , the reference a posteriori error estimate η h is computed. The starting vector x To show the effectiveness of the balanced stopping test, the iteration counts k * needed to satisfy the balanced stopping test have been compared with iteration counts k 1 , k 2 needed to satisfy a fixed relative residual r (k) h 2 / r (0) h 2 reduction tolerance of 1e-6 (which is the default tolerance in MATLAB solvers) and 1e-9 respectively. 2 These tolerance values are a realistic user-input tolerance choices in the absence of a balanced stopping test. The user will not know in general the stopping point k * a priori and is more likely to provide a tighter or coarser tolerance than actually required leading to unnecessary computations or premature stopping respectively.
The values of quantities mentioned above are tabulated in the Tables 2, 3 , 4 for each preconditioner on every grid level. The insights from these quantities are quite generic, which are summarized in the following paragraphs. The e * η h columns show that the sequence {η
h } has converged with a good accuracy to the reference a posteriori error estimate η h at the balanced stopping iteration.
A comparison of the corresponding columns for ILU iteration counts shows that for the same approximation error, a significant number of iterations is saved by using the balanced stopping test. This would result in savings in iterations (when compared to fixed relative residual reduction tolerance tighter than 1e-6 iteration counts) especially if one were to solve the preconditioned linear systems arising from adaptive finite element for the chosen problem parameters. The linear systems that are solved are of size: 1089 × 1089, 4225 × 4225, 16641 × 16641, and 66049 × 66049 (some of which are large enough for the demonstration of the balanced stopping criteria.) In the case of AMG (which is a better preconditioner than ILU), not much savings of iterations is achieved by using the balanced black-box stopping test. However, using the balanced black-box stopping test does ensure that the employed solver has not stopped prematurely.
Using GMRES over BICGSTAB (2) or TFQMR could be memory extensive in terms of storage. However, very little convergence theory exists for suboptimal solvers like BICGSTAB(2), TFQMR etc. The balanced black-box stopping test provides a stopping point for such suboptimal Krylov solvers. Indeed this is crucially dependent on the fact that these suboptimal solvers do not break down prematurely. In order to gain further insight from the numerical experiments, the evolution of the following quantities-η curve. Indeed this is the case in all plots of Figures 1, 2, 3 . In order to illustrate this convergence, iterations have been continued for nine more steps after stopping in each plot. This also illustrates stopping at the 'correct' iteration, that is, at iteration k * , the sequence {η Before proceeding to the next section, tabulated in Table 5 are the values of Λ h for various h, along with the corresponding average cputimes t eigs (in seconds) taken by MATLAB eigs to compute them. Also, tabulated are the corresponding average cputimes t η h (in seconds) taken by the IFISS software in MATLAB to compute η h once. 3 The t η h column in Table 5 indicates that the overall algorithmic cost can be reduced if η (k) h is computed periodically (say every 10-20 iterations). Note that the η (k) h has been computed at every iteration k in the plots here only for the demonstration of the balanced stopping test. From the values of Λ h (which become almost 4 times their value on the immediate previous grid), it seems that the timings (here t eigs ) for computing Λ h could be reduced by devising a cheaper method for estimating Λ h by exploiting properties of the underlying problem. For example, here, one could compute Λ h on a coarse mesh and use the observation that Λ h grows like h −2 to estimate Λ h on finer meshes. 4 However, as mentioned in section 2, devising generic computationally cheaper methods for estimating Λ h than using eigs (which is currently the state-of-the-art for estimating some eigenvalues of generic sparse eigenvalue problems) remains a challenging research question, which is not addressed in this paper. 
The functions − → f , − → w are given and ∂Ω D , ∂Ω N are the Dirichlet and Neumann parts respectively of the spatial boundary ∂Ω. Kinematic velocity ν > 0 is given and − → n denotes the outward normal to ∂Ω. The presence of the convective term gives the Navier-Stokes equations a nonlinear behavior.
The mixed FEM formulation of (21) requires to find − → u h ∈ X 1
where H 1 E (Ω), H 1 E 0 (Ω) are the vector counterparts of spaces H 1 E (Ω), H 1 E 0 (Ω) (defined in (19) ) respectively and ∇ − → u : ∇ − → v denotes componentwise dot product. The solution of (22) involves nonlinear iterations that requires solving a linearized problem at each iterative step.
Starting with an initial guess ( − → u
)}, (l = 0, 1, · · · ) is constructed satisfying (22) such that [3, pp. 344, 341] ,
Let { − → φ j } n u j=1 be a basis for X h E 0 . Then any arbitrary δ − → u
can be extended (loosely speaking 5 ) to form a basis for X h E , so that any − → u 
Balanced black-box stopping tests for linear solver
Since, the coefficient matrix in (24) or (25) is nonsymmetric, GMRES, BICGSTAB( ) etc., will be used to solve them. Hence the stopping methodology developed in section 2 can be applied in solving (24) or (25) . At the lth nonlinear iteration, the iteration residual at kth step of the linear solver is
Here, F
h denotes the (Newton or Picard) nonsymmetric coefficient matrix of the (linearized) discrete Navier-Stokes system in (24) or (25) at the lth (nonlinear) iterative step. Proceeding as in section 2, at the lth nonlinear iteration, linear solvers GMRES, BICGSTAB( ) etc., solving linear systems (24) or (25) are stopped at the first iteration l k * such that either holds, (22) 
. The a posteriori error estimator η (l k ) h that is employed in (26) is equivalent to the total error (approximation error at the kth iteration) in the sense that
h is known. It follows from (23) that the correction δ − → u
h . This implies that (24) or (25) solves for the basis coefficients of ( − → u ). 6 
A balanced black-box stopping test for nonlinear solver
Using ( − → u h , p h ) E := ∇ − → u h L 2 (Ω) + p h L 2 (Ω) , if ( − → u , p) denotes the true solution, then following section 3 leads to
is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. The pressure mass matrix Q h = [q kj ], q kj := Ω ψ k ψ j ∀ k, j = 1, . . . , n p . By construction, for a given approximation, E h is independent of nonlinear iterative step l. Hence, it needs to be constructed only once for a nonlinear iterative procedure. Observe that unlike the convection-diffusion case, E h is not simply the symmetric positive-definite part of the Navier-Stokes coefficient matrix in (24) or (25) . For any two nonnegative real numbers a and b [3, p. 213]
Using (29), for any
where v h , q h are the coordinates of − → v h , q h with respect to velocity and pressure basis respectively. From (30) it follows that
In presence of 'tight' a posteriori error estimator η
h , which is equivalent to the approximation error at the lth nonlinear iteration in the sense that
(32) using (31) and (32) in (28) leads to
Using the strong or weak stopping criterion (26) or any other stopping criterion for linear iteration, (∆u
Thus, in spirit of section 3, the nonlinear iteration is stopped at l * which is the smallest value of (l + 1) such that (∆u
Note that alternative nonlinear iteration stopping strategies do exist, see [22] for more details. However, these are neither balanced nor black-box in the sense presented above.
The resulting algorithm NAVIER NEWTON GMRES is presented in Figure 4 .
% matvecA(·), matvecQ(·) compute the action of A h , Q h on a vector respectively. stopping test:
convergence, break l loop endif enddo Fig. 4 The NAVIER NEWTON GMRES algorithm expressed in pseudocode.
Experimental results
Results of some computational experiments in IFISS are presented in this section as a proof-of-concept. The test problem for this purpose is the flow over a backwardfacing step problem; see [9] , [16] . In order to illustrate the robustness of the linear and the nonlinear balanced stopping test (26) and (35) respectively, results are presented for viscosity ν = 1/50, 1/100 (hence varying Reynolds number). The grid level h = 6 is fixed and Q 1 -P 0 rectangular finite elements are employed on
Since no stabilization for the convection term is built in IFISS for the Navier-Stokes equations, the a posteriori error estimator is expected to overestimate the true error. Thus, employing the weak stopping test in (26) for linear iterations might lead to premature stopping. So, the strong stopping test in (26) In Table 6 , a comparison of l k 1 , l k 2 numbers with the corresponding l k * values shows that employing the (strong) linear balanced stopping test (26) leads to savings in iteration counts especially when compared to 1e-9 tolerance iteration counts. Note that l k * is not significantly reduced (or even increases) compared to l k 1 in the right table. The reason is that the actual linear solver r (l k ) h 2 / r (l 0 ) h 2 tolerance beyond which the approximation error cannot be reduced significantly is approximately 1e-6 (which is usually not be known to the user in advance) here. Since the strong linear solver stopping test is used here, the linear solver takes slightly more iterations (only for l = 1 here) or is not significantly reduced as compared to l k 1 , which is the iteration counts corresponding to actual linear solver tolerance 1e-6 in the right table.
At the lth Newton iteration and at the linear balanced black-box stopping iteration l k * , e (l k * ) η h columns show that the preconditioned GMRES solution of the linearized part has converged with some accuracy to the reference linearized solution. In other words, the sequence {η (l k ) h } has converged with some accuracy to reference η (h l ) . The last row e (l) η h entries (corresponding to the balanced nonlinear stopping iteration l * ) exhibit convergence of the sequence {η Evolution of errors with iteration number are plotted in Figure 5 at 4th Newton iteration on 64×192 grid for ν = 1/100. On the plot for linear iteration observe that at the balanced black-box linear stopping iteration l k * , the curve for η (l k ) h converges with some accuracy to the line for the reference η (h l ) . This convergence is further illustrated by continuing for 9 more iterations after balanced linear stopping. Also, on the plot for Newton iteration (right plot) notice that at the balanced black-box stopping nonlinear iteration number four, the curve for η (l) h converges with some accuracy to the line for the reference a posteriori approximation error estimate η h . This convergence is further illustrated by continuing for 2 more iterations after balanced black-box nonlinear stopping.
Since a cheap method of computing the eigenvalues involved in balanced stopping of nonsymmetric linear solvers is still a work in progress, the cost of computing the eigenvalues for the linear solver balanced stopping test may offset the computational savings if large number of nonlinear iterations are required. Hence, at present, it is prudent to use the balanced black-box nonlinear stopping test only.
Conclusions
Balanced black-box stopping criteria have been devised in linear and nonlinear solvers of systems arising from FEM approximation of PDEs. Typically employing these stopping criteria would lead to computational savings by reducing unnecessary iterations. In cases where an effective preconditioner is used, such stopping criteria would indicate that the solver has not stopped prematurely. By balancing the algebraic error and the approximation error, the iteration is terminated as soon as the algebraic error is insignificant compared to the approximation error.
The balanced black-box stopping strategies presented in this paper are quite generic. They can be suitably modified to cater for varied linear and nonlinear iterative procedures for solving nonsymmetric linear(ized) systems arising from numerical approximation of a PDE. This is possible provided cheap and tight a posteriori (or a priori) approximation error estimators are available along with cheap tractable bounds on the relevant errors (here the algebraic error) that are generally difficult to compute.
